Place does not exist except in our imagination. Whether you have been somewhere for minutes or generations your link and memory can be equally strong or weak. Whether you have travelled 10 or 1000 miles your journey stories can be equally powerful. *Future Memory in Place* is about the shared experience of all of us, here, now and in the future.

Ancient history and visual art collide in a project that combines contemporary landscape painting and research on migration in the ancient world, through archaeology, manuscripts, objects, journeys, uncharted maps, music and questions about the meaning of place.

**Project created by:** Elena Isayev and Catrin Webster with Marion Wood, Michael Ormiston and Tom Goddard

We owe tremendous thanks to the artists and volunteers: S Aleck, E Bettany, P Cheater, C Davies, N Dowdle, S Elliot, C Evans, S Evans, M Hayman, D Leon, S Lloyd, M Morgan, G Parker, D Rees, L Savigar, A Saville, E Simmonds, T Tresadern-Hill and all the members of the choir.
Postcard images
Cover Image: A Postcard from Swansea – One of 800 individual designs created by participants (aged 3 – 15) from the landscapes of nine Swansea schools: Cila, Cwm Glas, Cwmrhydyceirw, Dylan Thomas, Hendrefoilan, Morriston, Parkland, Sea View & St. Helens.

Future Memory in Place

http://projects.beyondtext.ac.uk/deplacingfuturememory-fo/index.php

@FutureMemoryNow    facebook.com/FutureMemoryInPlace
Invites you to experience in Swansea
Archaeology _ Journeys _ Painting _ Sculpture _ Sound

SATURDAY 1 OCTOBER 2011
Tessera Hospitalis
Unveiling of collaborative sculpture
12 noon | Waterfront Museum | Swansea

1000 Colours Blue
Premier performance with Choir, of Blues collected by participants
2pm | Castle Gardens Square | Swansea City Centre

FRIDAY 30 SEPTEMBER 2011
A Postcard from Swansea
Exhibition Oriel Bach of the 800 postcards
Private View | 7pm | 4 Dunns Lane, Mumbles, SA3 4AA

Exhibition continues:
1 – 8 October | 4 Dunns Lane, Mumbles, SA3 4AA (Open 12pm – 4pm, closed Monday)

Funded by:
Arts & Humanities Research Council & Arts Council of Wales
http://projects.beyondtext.ac.uk/deplacingfuturememory-fo/index.php